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Following our both educational and entertaining workshops at Mazurkas 
Travel  Head Office let us now have a closer look at its offer.  Read what the 
company can arrange for its clients and fill in the missing prepositions, such as:  
 
 

                in         at      up      to     with        through      of       for            by        as 
 

 

 

Incoming Bureau 
Mazurkas Travel Incoming Bureau is made 1. _____ of a series of multilingual market 
teams which can assist you 2. _____putting together interesting and creative programs 
to match the varied needs of your clients. Our knowledge 3. _____ Poland, its          
well-known highlights as well as the new projects and interesting new venues, makes 
our product interesting, creative and dedicated 4. _____the most demanding clients. 
From guaranteed departure tours and standard leisure program 5. _____ a wide 
selection of itineraries and ideas, 6. _____ tailor-made special interest tours, city 
breakfast and independent FIT travelers, Mazurkas Travel is 7. _____ your disposal. We 
can be your strong partner 8. _____ Poland, offering reliability, security and most 
importantly a competitive edge. Our clients are our partners and we believe 9._____ 
the harmony of close partnership.  
 

Classic Tour 
Mazurkas Travel presents a wide offer of standard programs that include all the “must 
to be seen” places while 10. _____ Poland. Classic Tours will lead your clients 11. _____ 
the most famous cities, such as: Warsaw – the capital of Poland, Krakow – the cultural 
capital of Poland, Czestochowa – the religious and spiritual center of Poland, Zakopane 
– the fascinating center of Polish highlanders' folklore culture and Gdansk – the 
birthplace of Solidarity and the Baltic city of amber. 
 

Special Interest Tours 
Mazurkas Travel offers tours designed according 12. _____ the group's interests, such 
as: Pilgrimages with emphasis on the figure of John Paul II and Faustina Kowalska; 
Jewish Heritage following the footsteps of Polish Jews, Art & Music to present the 
variety of cultures and traditions. After all our name “Mazurkas” comes from the name 
of “mazurki” by Frederic Chopin, therefore we specialize 13. _____ music tours            
14. _____ opera lovers. We can also arrange everything you wish and for your 
inspiration we can suggest the following topics: art, history, architecture, culinary, 
cultural exchange, and much more. 
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European Tours 
Programs present Poland as a part of Europe, with strong connection to the 
neighbouring countries, such 15._____: Czech Republic, Germany, Slovakia, Ukraine 
and the Baltic States. With these tours Mazurkas Travel introduces you 16. _____ 
different cultures and traditions that had its influence on each of the countries and 
gives a fascinating mosaic of European common wealth of culture. 
 

Guaranteed Tours 
Mazurkas Travel created an exclusive offer that allows 17. _____ promote Poland 
through the scheduled tours. 18. _____ present we offer six different programs            
19. _____ fixed dates that cover a big part of Poland's highlights. 20. _____ joining one 
of the programs your clients can feel the essence of Poland's history, admire 
achievements of art and culture, taste the local cuisine specialties and experience the 
Polish folklore traditions.  
 
 

 
The  TEAM 
 
źródło: http://www.mazurkas.com.pl/incoming-bureau/about-us/ 


